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Abstract

For natural translations, a human being
does not express predicates that are in-
ferable from the context in a target lan-
guage. This paper proposes a method
of machine translation which handles
these predicates. First, to investigate
how to translate them, we build a cor-
pus in which predicate correspondences
are annotated manually. Then, we ob-
serve the corpus, and find alignment
patterns including these predicates. In
our experimental results, the machine
translation system using the patterns
demonstrated the basic feasibility of
our approach.

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of the Internet, the avail-
ability of electronic texts is increasing day by day.
View of this, much attention has been given to
data-driven machine translation, such as example-
based machine translation (Nagao, 1984) and sta-
tistical machine translation (Brown et al., 1993).
However, previous studies have mainly focused
on parallel translations.

In reality, however, a human being often does
not make a perfectly parallel translation. In the
following example, ������ is a human transla-
tion of an input sentence �, and ��� is one of our
machine translation system.

�: Canada-de hirakareta tsuusyou-kaigi-de ...
(a trade conference that was held in Canada)
���: At a trade conference held in Canada ...
������: At a trade conference in Canada ...

A machine translation system tends to translate
word for word, as shown in ���. On the other
hand, a human being does not explicitly trans-
late the underlined verb phrase (VP) “hirakareta
(be held)” as shown in ������. The reason why
the underlined phrase is not expressed is that a
human avoids redundant expressions, and prefers
a compact translation without it. We call such a
phrase which is not expressed in translation null-
align phrase in this paper. Besides the fact verb
phrases are sometimes null-aligned, the difficulty
of VP-alignments has been pointed out (Aramaki
et al., 2001).

For this reason, in order to investigate how to
translate VPs, we built a VP-aligned-corpus with
two types of information annotated: (1) for each
phrase, whether the phrase is a VP or not, (2)
for each VP, where the VP in one language cor-
responds in the other. In this paper, we analyze
the VP-aligned-corpus and suggest a method for
achieving appropriate VP translations.

Though the proposed method does not depend
on language pairs and translation directions, this
paper describes Japanese-English translation.

This paper is organized as follows. The next
section presents how to build the VP-aligned-
corpus. Section 3 reports several observations
of the VP-aligned-corpus. Section 4 describes
how to achieve appropriate VP translations. Then,
Section 5 reports experimental results, Section 6
describes related works, and Section 7 presents



Figure 2: Annotation Tool

our conclusions.

2 VP-aligned-corpus

The VP-aligned-corpus is built using the follow-
ing method: First, all of the sentence pairs in the
corpus are automatically converted into phrasal
dependency structures, and their phrasal align-
ments are estimated. Next, annotators modify the
correspondences. In this section, we describe a
corpus for the annotation and its annotation pro-
cess.

2.1 NHK-news-corpus

To build a VP-aligned-corpus, we need a bilin-
gual corpus consisting of natural translations. We
used a bilingual news corpus compiled by the
NHK broadcasting service (NHK News Corpus).
It consists of about 40,000 Japanese articles (from
a five-year period) and English ones which are
translations of Japanese articles by humans. The
average number of Japanese sentences in one arti-
cle is 5.2, and that of English sentence is 7.4. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of an article pair. In Fig-
ure 1, the underlined phrases and sentences have
no parallel expressions in the other language. A
large number of underlined expressions indicates
that the Japanese articles are freely translated to
be natural as English news.

2.2 Annotation Process

The annotation process consists of the following
four steps:

STEP 1: Estimation of Sentence Alignment
We use DP matching for bilingual sentence

alignment based on a translation dictionary
(two million entries in total). Next, we ex-
tract 1-to-1 sentence pairs. For the evalua-
tion data (96 articles), the precision of the
sentence alignment was 77.5% (Aramaki et
al., 2003).

STEP 2: Conversion to Phrasal Dependency
Structures
The phrasal dependency structures of the
sentence pairs are estimated by parsers.
The English parser (Charniak, 2000) re-
turns a word-based phrase structure, which
is merged into phrases by the following rules
and converted into a dependency structure
by deciding head phrases (Aramaki et al.,
2003).

1. Function words are attached to their fol-
lowing content words.

2. Compound nouns are attached into one
phrase.

3. Auxiliary verbs are attached to the main
verb.

The Japanese parser KNP (Kurohashi and
Nagao, 1994) outputs the phrasal depen-
dency structure, and that is used as is.

STEP 3: Phrasal Annotation
VPs are annotated in the phrasal dependency
structures. We define a VP as a phrase that
contains (1) a verb or (2) an adjective that
has an argument as its child. In the defini-
tion, we also regard a phrase which contains
a gerund as a VP. For example, the following
sentence has two VPs ( “for developing” and
‘boosted”):

.

STEP 4: Correspondence Annotation: For
each Japanese VP, annotators mark its cor-
responding phrases in the English sentence.
As mentioned before, Japanese VPs do not



Figure 1: NHK-news-corpus

always correspond to English VPs. We also
allow annotators to mark the phrases that are
not VPs (for example, a NP or a PP). In ad-
dition, when a Japanese VP has no parallel
expressions, annotators mark VP-�. In the
same way, for each English VP, annotators
make the annotations.

We annotated 5,500 sentence pairs. The anno-
tation work was carried out using a GUI tool that
can be operated by a mouse. Figure 2 shows the
annotation tool and an annotated sentence pair. In
this paper, we illustrate a sentence structure by lo-
cating its root node at the left as shown in Figure
2.

3 Analysis of a VP-aligned-corpus

In a VP-aligned-corpus, Japanese VPs do not al-
ways correspond to English VPs literally. We
classify and count annotated correspondences
from the view point of where Japanese phrases
correspond in English (Table 1). As shown in Ta-
ble 1, since the ratio of correspondences that are
not VP-VP is more than 40%, so we cannot con-
sider them as exceptional phenomena.

This section describes the classification.

Table 1: Classification of VP-correspondences

Classification
(Japanese: English) #
VP-VP 9779
VP-� 6831
VP-PP, VP-NP 710
OTHERS 316

* The numbers in Italic are estimated automatically because
the annotated information tells whether phrases are VPs or
not.

1. VP-VP: A Japanese-VP corresponds to an
English-VP.
We paid little attention to VP-VPs in this pa-
per, because these correspondences are esti-
mated by conventional alignment methods.

2. VP-�: A Japanese-VP has no parallel ex-
pressions in the phrase level.
VP-�s arise for the two reasons: (1) the sen-
tence alignments failed and the Japanese-VP
has a parallel expression in another English
sentence, or (2) the Japanese-VP occurs in a
context that allow it to be null-aligned.

The latter example, has been already shown
in Section 1, is illustrated as follows:



.
(At a trade conference in Canada ...1)

As I mentioned before, “hirakareta (be
held)” in the above context is redundant to
translate. We present a more detailed classi-
fication of this type in Section 4.

3. VP-PP, VP-NP: A Japanese-VP corre-
sponds to an English-NP or PP.
A Japanese VP is sometimes translated into
a “NP” or a “preposition + NP.” In the fol-
lowing example, “kakete (cost or spend)” is
translated into a PP.

.
(to build the largest salt field

at a cost of 150 million dollars)

The following discussion does not deal with
these cases, because they are also estimated
by conventional alignment methods.

4. Others: A Japanese-VP corresponds to a
phrase in another category.
In the following example, a Japanese VP is
translated into an adverb .

.
(only three companies will be allowed)

We paid little attention to this type, because
the number of this type is small as shown in
Table 1.

Table 2: Judgements of CAPs

Judgement Classification #
good P-CONTEXT 21

C-CONTEXT 16
BOTH-CONTEXT 19
sum 56

bad Parse error 3
Alignment error 11
Phrase chunking error 1
Others 9
sum 24

* The classifications in the good judgment (P, C, BOTH-
CONTEXT) are mentioned in the next page.

4 Learning Null-aligned Translations

we concentrate VP-� in this paper because the
amount of it is the highest the other classifications
except for VP-VP.

The observation of VP-� leads to the fact that
the surroundings of a VP-� are parallel with
each other. For example, (1) in the last section is
aligned as follows:

.
We call such an alignment pattern consisting of
three Japanese phrases and two English phrases
a Condensed Alignment Pattern or simply a
CAP in this paper2.
The following is an image of a CAP.

.
If a null-aligned phrase in a CAP is always
inferable and redundant to translate, we can
regard CAPs as translation examples, and achieve
compact translations using them.

In order to examine the above assumption, we
randomly extracted 80 CAPs from the corpus.
Then, we manually checked whether null-aligned
phrases in CAPs are inferable (good) or not (bad)
(Table 2). As a result, except for some errors

1The expressions in the branket are a part of an English
sentence.

2There are reverse CAPs consisting of three Japanese
phrase and two English phrases in the corpus. However we
paid no attention to them because this paper deals with trans-
lation in the Japanese-English direction



(alignment errors, parse errors and so on) almost
all CAPs are appropriate as translation examples.
Therefore, we can use them as translation exam-
ples.

However, if we regard an entire CAP as a trans-
lation example, it can be used only in the case
where it is equal to the input sentence. To cope
with this problem, we estimate unnecessary parts
of CAPs, and generalize them.

First, we classify the CAPs depending on
whether its parent (P) or child (C) is the unnec-
essary context.

1. C-CONTEXT: only C is a necessary con-
text.
There is a case in which a null-aligned VP
tied to its child (C) and its parent (P) is not
a necessary context. In the following exam-
ple, the Japanese V (take) performs as only a
case-marker for C (spring).

.
(...are scheduled for spring...)

In the above example, both a V and a P are
VPs. On the other hand, in the following ex-
ample, the P is a NP.

.
(The man with a lung disease ...)

In this example, a V is a null-aligned phrase,
because it is associated with C (disease).

Accordingly, we can see different linguistic
phenomena depending on whether the P is
a VP or not. However, we deal with them
uniformly in from the structural view point.

2. P-CONTEXT: only P is a necessary con-
text.

In contrast, the following examples are cases
in which a C and a P are tied each other. In
this type, we can also see different linguistic
phenomena depending on whether the P is a
VP or not.

When the P is a VP, the P and the V have
similar meanings, because the P has the
child phrase (C) instead of the V. In the fol-
lowing, V “kisya-kaiken-shi (have a press
conference)” is a null-aligned phrase, then
P“say” has C“a Pakistani scientist” as its
child.

.
(A Pakistani scientist says ...)

On the other hand, if the P is not a VP, the
P associates with a V, and the V is a null-
aligned phrase. (1’) is an example of this
type, and is illustrated as follows:

.
(At a trade conference in Canada ...)

3. BOTH-CONTEXT: Both a P and a C are
necessary contexts.
There is cases in which both a P and a C
are necessary contexts. In such a case, we
regard the entire CAP as a translation exam-
ple. In the following example, both C (each
country) and P (rescue teams) associate with
V(be sent).

.
(Rescue teams from countries ...)



Table 3: Examples of CAP Fragments and their
Frequencies

CAP Fragments: various Ps and V“hiraku(be held)”
V P P’ Frequency

kaigi conference 17 =������ �
hiraku kaigou meeting 2

syuukai gathering 1
CAP Fragments: various Cs and V“hiraku(be held)”
C V C’ Frequency
kaigi meeting 5
Canada Canada 4 =�������
Lyon hiraku Lyon 4
Singapore Singapore 3
London London 3

Figure 3: Fragments of a CAP

4.1 Estimation CAP Context

The classification in the above section is based
on subjective judgments and estimations of all
the CAP’s contexts is difficult and insignificant.
However, in the case that a P is obviously the
context, we can find many CAPs that include P,
P’ and V. Therefore, we divide a CAP into two
CAP-fragments and count their occurrences.

For example, Table 3 shows CAP fragments
that include “hirakareta (be held)” from the
Section 1 example. CAP fragments includ-
ing “kaigi(conference)” occur 17 times, and
those including “Canada (Canada)” occur only
4 times. Therefore, We can decide that
“kaigi(conference)” is the context that allows “hi-
rakareta (be held)” to be a null-aligned phrase.

The algorithm of the context estimation is fol-
lows:

1. For a phrase in a CAP, we decide the head-
word. For a NP, we regard the last noun as
the headword. For a VP, we regard the main
verb as the headword. Otherwise, we regard
the entire phrase as the headword.

2. First, we divide CAP into two fragments
(Figure 3). Then, we count their frequen-

Table 5: Estimated CAP Context
# of CAPs

P-CONTEXT 1120
C-CONTEXT 297
BOTH-CONTEXT 2802

cies. Where, the frequency of (P,P’,V) is
������ �, and that of (C,C’,V) is �������.

3. After counting, for each CAP, if (������ � 	
������� � �), a P is the context (P-
CONTEXT)3.

4. On the contrary, if (������� 	 ������ � �

�), a C is the context (C-CONTEXT).

5. Otherwise, both a P and a C are contexts
(BOTH-CONTEXT).

5 Experiments

We evaluated our method from the following two
view points: (1)how many CAPs were extracted
(2)how much CAPs improved the translation ac-
curacy.

5.1 CAP Extraction

We examined how many CAPs were extracted
from our translation examples. The translation
examples consist of 52,749 automatically aligned
sentence pairs that were extracted from NHK
News Corpus. As a result, 4,219 CAPs were ex-
tracted in total. It shows that we can extract one
CAP from each 12 sentence pairs.

Table 5 shows the ratio of their estimated con-
texts. Most of them were estimated as BOTH-
CONTEXT. However, 2,272 out of 2,802 BOTH-
CONTEXTs were unique, then their �������
and ������ � was 1. Therefore, if we got more
translation examles, some of them would be re-
classified into P or C-CONTEXT.

Table 4 shows examples of CAPs. As men-
tioned before, the judgments of the CAP con-
text is too subjective to argue. We evaluated the
propriety of context estimation in full translation
tasks.



Table 4: Examples of CAP Contexts Estimation

C V P C’ P’ freq(C):freq(P)
P-CONTEXT
gakusei-ga kuwawattean okonaware-mashita students held 1:2
(students) (join) (held)
kaityou-to kaidan-shi itti-shimashita President agreed 1:5
(President) (talk) (agree)
gozen-no kisyakaiken-de shimeshi-mashita in morning told 1:10
(morning) (press conference) (told)
C-CONTEXT
kyouryoku-shi susumeru-koto-ga hituyou-dato to cooperate need 4:2
(cooperate) (plan) (need)
kaigou-wo hiraku basyo-ni-tuite of meetings the location 5:2
(meeting) (held) (location)
atumaru mitooshi-de yosou-sarte-imasu to gather are ecpected 3:1
(gather) (future) (be expected)

BOTH-CONTEXT
3-nishi-kan-to-suru houkou-de susumete-imashita for a three day visit was preparing 1:1
(3 days) (plan) (prepare)
taishi-wo yon-de motome-mashita ambassador asked 2:2
(ambassador) (call) (ask)
souri-daijin-ha kisyakaiken-shi kyoutyou-shimashita Mr. Hashimoto said 6:7
(Mr. Hashimoto) (press conference) (said)

Table 6: BLEU Score
Testset Subset Subset

[240] [104] [14]
	
����� 24.6 24.7 26.3
�
��� 24.8 - 29.0

(+0.8%) (+10.2%)
�
���� 25.0 25.7 -

(+1.6%) (+4.0%)

* The numbers in brackets are the compared ratio to
	
�����, and the numbers in square are # of sen-
tences.

5.2 Full Translation

We evaluated the CAP’s improvements in full
translation tasks using our Japanese-English
translation system (Aramaki et al., 2003). The
system produces a translation using translation
examples which are the similar to the input sen-
tence.

We compared the following three conditions.

1. 	
�����: the EBMT system (Aramaki et al.,
2003) without CAP translation examples.

2. �
��� : the EBMT system using both
	
�����’s translation examples and CAP
translation examples which are not estimated their
contexts.

3This threshold was determined by a preliminary experi-
ment not to deteriorate the accuracy of the system.

3. �
����: the EBMT system using both
	
�����’s translation examples and CAP
translation examples which are estimated their
contexts.

We evaluated them using BLEU(Papineni et
al., 2002). BLEU is a score computes the ratio of
N-gram for translation results found in reference
translations. We used N=3.

We prepared a testset consisting of 240 lead
(top) sentences randomly extracted from the
NHK-news-corpus, and four references that were
made by NHK’s professional translators. Some
sentences in the testset were translated without
CAP translation examples. In such sentences
outputs of �
��� and �
���� are equal
to ones of �
����. Therefore, we also
compared translation results in the subsets con-
sisting of translations which are different from
�
����.

The results shown in Table 6, and Table 7
presents some of the results. Although the
score of �
���� was almost equal to one of
�
���� in the entire testset, it had 4.0%
improvement in the subset. In addition, its cover-
age was high, because its subset consisted of 104
sentences.

In contrast, the �
��� ’s subset consisted of
only 14 sentences. Therefore, its improvement



Table 7: Translation Examples

REF
... quake struck areas along northeastern
Afghanistan ...

BASELINE
... disaster area of the earthquake occurred
in afghanistan northeast ...

CAPMT+
... disaster area of the earthquake in
afghanistan northeast ...

REF An air show in the US state of Maryland on
the 14th ...

BASELINE Air show was held in maryland of the
united states on the 14th ...

CAPMT+ Air show in maryland of the united states
on the 14th ...

REF ... summit due to be held on the 25th.

BASELINE ... summit meeting conducted on 25th.

CAPMT+ ... summit meeting on 25th.

had little statistical significance.

6 Related Work

The field of data-driven machine translation con-
centrates mainly on the study of statistical ma-
chine translation (SMT) and example-based ma-
chine translation (EBMT).

In SMT, a system has to deal with a freely
translated corpus in order to estimate the con-
densed alignment patterns (CAPs) in this paper.
Since the corpus in this paper (NHK News Cor-
pus) has a high perplexity (more than 100 in the
IBM Model 4), it is a difficult task for the SMT
system.

In EBMT, previous researches deal with re-
stricted domains that have fairly high parallelism,
such as, software manuals (Menezes and Richard-
son, 2001), business documents (Sato and Saito,
2002), White Papers (Watanabe et al., 2000) and
so on. In such corpora, the condensed alignment
patterns are rare.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we describe the classification of
verb phrase translations, and proposed the method
to translate null-aligned verb phrases. On the the-
oretical side, the proposed method works well,
because null-aligned translation examples im-
proved translations in the half testset, as shown in
the experimental results. However, for all of the
testset, our method did not achieve extensive im-
provement. One of the reasons is that the amount
of condensed alignment patterns is not enough.

However we believe this problem will be resolved
as the size of the corpus increases, because the
News Corpus is increasing day by day.
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